
Luke 18:31-43
Kingdom Eyes Opened

Why We Don’t See Jeremiah 5:21

1. Too fast.

2. Too f_____________.

3. Wrong d______________.

4. Stuff that gets in the way.

5. Haven’t been there yet.

6. It’s c________________.

A Contrast of Sight Luke 18:31-43

These two sections of Luke 18 show a contrast of sorts in terms of sight. In the

first, Jesus tells his disciples of what lies before him in Jerusalem, but they remain

blind. In the second, a physically blind man is given sight and becomes a follower

of Jesus.

Luke 7:21; Luke 9:27; Matthew 16:15–17; Luke 10:21

Eyes Enlightened Ephesians 1:17–19

What becomes clear is that spiritual sight is primarily not something we gain for

ourselves but what God the H________ S_________ provides as he opens our

eyes of faith.

· Intentionally slow our lives

· P__________ for sight

· Seek light and truth from God’s Word

· Gain w______________ from other Christians as to where to look

· Ask God to take us to new p_____________ with new vistas

Why We Don’t See Jeremiah 5:21

7. Too fast.

8. Too f_____________.

9. Wrong d______________.

10. Stuff that gets in the way.

11. Haven’t been there yet.



12. It’s c________________.

A Contrast of Sight Luke 18:31-43

These two sections of Luke 18 show a contrast of sorts in terms of sight. In the

first, Jesus tells his disciples of what lies before him in Jerusalem, but they remain

blind. In the second, a physically blind man is given sight and becomes a follower

of Jesus.

Luke 7:21; Luke 9:27; Matthew 16:15–17; Luke 10:21

Eyes Enlightened Ephesians 1:17–19

What becomes clear is that spiritual sight is primarily not something we gain for

ourselves but what God the H________ S_________ provides as he opens our

eyes of faith.

· Intentionally slow our lives

· P__________ for sight

· Seek light and truth from God’s Word

· Gain w______________ from other Christians as to where to look

· Ask God to take us to new p_____________ with new vistas


